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Abstract  

The Jordanian legislator system adopted punishment-reduced 

system in accordance with correction and rehabilitation 

centers’ law No. (9) for the year 2004, and its amendments, as 

stated in Article (34) of the said law, quoted as (correction and 

rehabilitation centers shall take the necessary measures to 

encourage inmates to improve their behavior to enable the 

prisoner sentenced for one month or more, , or by arrest, or 

sentenced to hard labor, to be  released if he spent three-

quarters of his sentence period). 

   The aim of this study is to investigate reduce the role of 

punishment, including the negatives and positives of such 

reduction, whether in terms of the sentenced person or 

society. 

      It is noted from this provision that no specific obligations or 

conditions are imposed, if breached by the released so that he 

shall be returned to prison again. Furthermore, such provision 



requires that the release of the sentenced person is final, and it 

is not suspended on a revoke condition as is the case in the 

conditional release system which was not adopted by the 

Jordanian legislator, but has been adopted by most of the 

foreign and Arab legislations since a long time. 

Further, it is also noted - under this provision - the lack of 

subsequent care for those who are sentenced and benefit from 

punishment-reduced system. 

    The researcher performed a survey on one of the Jordanian 

correction and rehabilitation centers, (“S W A Q A ” Correction 

and Rehabilitation Center), which is considered the most 

important in terms of the number of inmates, size and facilities. 

it was found that the non- deliberate, unconditional, and 

uncontrolled penalty reduction after release leads to the return 

of the sentenced and released person to the Correction Centre 

again, and thus the failure of the punishment-reduced system. 

This is evident by the case that large number of persons 

released under the General Amnesty Law issued in the month 

of June / 2011, had returned to the correction and 

rehabilitation centers again, and thus the continuation of the 

seriousness of this criminal group. 

     Therefore, the conditional release system shall be adopted 

as an integrative, alternative legal system to punishment-

reduced system, as well as the adoption the l punishment-



execution’s judge system, because he is best to assess the 

sentenced inside the punitive institution, and to take the 

appropriate decision in terms of correction and rehabilitation 

of such prisoner. 

The researcher divided the study into four chapters, as follows: 

the first chapter is an introductory that deals with the problem 

of the study, its elements, and the definition of the terms 

included in the study. Further, it addresses the significance, 

limitations, and methodology of this study. Chapter two 

addressed the punishment nature in terms of its definition and 

history in the first parameter, its elements and characteristics 

in the second, and its purposes and distinguishing it them from 

other sanctions in the third parameter. Whereas the third 

chapter deals with the concept of sentence reduction; this 

chapter is divided into three topics, first, the sentence 

reduction, secondly, the pros and cons of reducing the penalty, 

and thirdly the field study carried out on a sample of sentenced 

persons who benefited from the reduction of sentence. 

Further, the fourth chapter addressed the conditional release; 

it is divided into four themes, the first explanation of 

conditional release system, secondly comparison between the 

conditional release system (parole system) and the penalty-

reduced system, thirdly criminal seriousness, and fourthly, 

judicial supervision system. 



 Finally, the researcher concluded the dissertation with the 

study findings, recommendations, and a list of references. 



 


